FLUTE/PICCOLO
All flute excerpts are required for ALL students for ALL ensembles; piccolo excerpts are optional (but required for consideration of piccolo parts in SWE and HPO)

**FLUTE**
- Mendelssohn: “Italian” Symphony No.4
- Bizet: Entr’acte, Prelude to Act III, from “Carmen”

**PICCOLO**
- Vivaldi: Concerto in C Major, F. VI No. 4, II. Largo (A section only, w/ornamented repeat)
- Sousa: “Stars and Stripes, Forever!” (Band key of Ab)

[FLUTE: Mendelssohn]

**SALTARELLO**

\[\text{Presto}\]

\[\text{\textit{leggiero}}\]

\[\text{\textit{cresc.}}\]

\[\text{\textit{ff}}\]
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[FLUTE: Bizet]
[PICCOLO: Vivaldi]
[PICCOLO: Sousa] START AT DOUBLE BAR (ff)